
10 Stages of Learning Quran  
 

How to learn Quran for fledglings? We frequently get this inquiry and that is the reason we have chosen 

to give you the itemized experiences that will assist you with learning the Quran bit by bit. With regards 

to learning Quran for fledglings, Quran Tutoring is here to help you at each stage. We give you online 

Quran classes to assist you with learning the Quran for fledglings. 

 

1) Begin With Noorani Qaida 

Noorani Qaida is a book that aides in learning the Learning Quran With Tajweed for youngsters, 

novices, and grown-ups who are gullible to peruse this Sacred Book with flawlessness. In the event that 

you know nothing about the Blessed Quran or the Arabic language, Noorani Qaida ought to be your 

most memorable Quran learning guide. 

 

From perceiving the Arabic words and images, and grasping the fundamental standards of elocution to 

learning the consonants, short vowels, and long vowels, Noorani Qaida is an ideal mentor. In the event 

that you are a novice, now is the right time to purchase a Noorani Qaida as your initial phase in learning 

the Heavenly Quran. 

 

2) Learn Quran Perusing 

After you have perused the Noorani Qaida, you will have an essential comprehension of the Arabic 

words. You can perceive and understand them. Now is the ideal time to move towards the subsequent 

stage and begin perusing the Sacred Quran. The point is to figure out perusing the stanzas of the Quran 

rather than simply perusing the words. 

 

In this step, you will begin by perusing the stanzas of the Heavenly Quran. You will rehearse every single 

refrain of the Heavenly Quran. You will continue to rehearse till the time you can peruse every single 

refrain of the Heavenly Quran without committing any errors in them. 

 

3) Begin With Simple Sections 

Individuals frequently believe that learning the Quran for amateurs and children is difficult. The 

fundamental explanation is that they begin perusing from the long parts like Surah Al-Baqarah. 

Investigating such a long section is frequently overwhelming for novices. 

 

https://www.husnatechnologies.com/learning-quran-with-tajweed/


To that end you ought to begin perusing the Quran from simple and little sections. When you figure out 

them and foster familiarity, then, at that point, begin perusing the Sacred Quran from the first juz. 

 

4) Gain proficiency with The Most loved Sections 

However, the total book of the Sacred Quran holds an exceptional spot for Muslims, a few sections are 

of more significance as far as the advantages they have. The best model would be the Ayat ul Kursi. 

 

This is the 255th refrain of the Heavenly Quran that holds an extraordinary spot for Muslims because of 

the surprising advantages it has. After you have begun perusing the Quran, you can peruse these 

refrains before completing the Quran perusing in grouping. 

 

5) Attempt To Track down Your #1 Part 

There is a sum of 114 parts in the Blessed Quran. Like the refrains of the Blessed Quran, its parts 

additionally fluctuate with regards to intelligibility. Surah Rahman and Surah Yaseen are the ideal 

instances of the parts of the Blessed Quran that are all the more near the hearts of individuals. Along 

these lines, you can likewise peruse these parts first prior to completing the Sacred Quran in 

arrangement. 

 

6) Become familiar with The Quick and dirty Subtleties 

Could you at any point peruse the Blessed Quran till this step? As a rule, you can. In any case, that would 

most likely not be awesome. There is still significantly more to realize when you are learning the Sacred 

Quran as a fledgling. 

 

Here, you will find out about the quick and dirty subtleties that you want to think often about while 

perusing or discussing the Blessed Quran. You ought to find out about the stoppages (waqf), Sajdah in 

the Quran, how to perform them, and extensions. 

 

7) Find Your Recitation Style (Qira'at) 

Why possibly read or learned Quran from Husna Technologies when Allah has favored you with such an 

entrancing voice. Recount the Blessed Quran. Before you begin learning the Quran perusing, knowing a 

few nuts and bolts about Qira'at is better. Qira'at alludes to the various styles of Quran recitation. 
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At the point when you are learning the Quran as a novice or youngster, it's ideal to be familiar with the 

various styles in which you can present the Quran. There are ten distinct sorts of Qira'at. Seven are 

Mutawatir while three are Mashhur. Pick the one that is an ideal best for you. 

 

8) Gain proficiency with The Quran Recitation 

After you have picked your Quran recitation style, now is the right time to gain proficiency with the 

Quran recitation. Learning the Quran recitation isn't necessary yet you ought to pull out all the stops in 

the event that you are keen on it. For that, you can pick the Quran recitation course that we are 

advertising. 

 

9) Learn Quran Tajweed 

Take your Quran recitation to a higher level by having a hold on Tajweed rules. It isn't mandatory for 

each Muslim to learn Tajweed. It is completely a question of decision. In any case, with regards to 

learning Quran recitation, Tajweed gets pivotal. 

 

You can realize where to articulate each word or letter of the Quran. How to precisely articulate them? 

By having a gip on Tajweed rules, you can keep away from even the most minor missteps individuals 

frequently make in perusing the Quran. 

 

10) Conclude Regardless of whether You Need to Hifz Quran 

After you have taken in the Quran perusing, recitation, and Tajweed, there is as yet something left. You 

can remember this Heavenly Book also. Because of the prizes Allah has guaranteed, a few groups are 

keen on remembering the Heavenly Quran. Presently it ultimately depends on you whether you need to 

procure the title of being a Hafiz or not. 


